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Field Visions - Notes towards a Radio Film  

(inspired by Danilo Dolci’s Sicilian Conversations) 
 
 
1. CHARACTERS 
 
Madonie Mountains – Exterior, day  

Leonardo, 18, tall, slim. He’s with his flock on the hills.  
 
Capparini – Exterior, night  
Bastiano, 55 or thereabouts, traces of once having been robust, still active in 
masonry. He is in his home.  
 
Spinte Sante – Interior, night  
Rosario, 55, lean, very dark, deep-set sparkling eyes, jack-of-all-trades. 
 
Palermo province – Exterior, day 
Santo, over 60, bent by work, has struggled as a farmer and trade unionist 
most of his life. He is out in the fields. 
 
Cammarata – Interior, day  
Rosaria, 60, a woman of the old school. Her house sits precariously over a 
landslide. 
 
Palma di Montechiaro – Interior, day  
A healer, around 60. She radiates benevolence. 
 
Port of Marinella – Exterior, morning 
Antonio, 30, born in Trappeto of a long line of fishermen. He is sitting on the 
beach.  
 



Roccamena – Exterior, day  
Sariddu, 30, black-olive skin, deep-set black eyes. All that he does is done with 
concentration and intensity. 
 
Palermo – Interior, night  
Salvatore, around 40, sits in a bar all day. Scarlet face and pronounced 
wheeze. Once a soccer player. Something slightly shady about him. 
 
Outskirts of Palermo – Interior, day 
Angela, 30, tall, she speaks with openness. Her home is simple, immaculate, 
full of light and air. 
 
Palermo – Interior, day 
Ignazio, 40, tall and corpulent, a nose full of lumps. Worn by life. His slum 
apartment is adorned with kitsch. 
 
Corleone – Exterior, day  
Placido, 45. Cautious and insinuating, he speaks from behind dark-tinted 
glasses. Something vaguely disturbing about him. 
 
Alia – Interior, day  
Crocifissa, 60, small, always dressed in black. Sitting in her home she has 
learned to read and write a bit. 
 
Roccamena – Interior, dusk  
Santuzza, 50, looks as old as this earth yet still knows how to smile. In the 
one-room hut she shares with domestic animals, she looks out at the view of  
mountains, the great plains and the valleys below, the sea and the islands off 
the northwest coast.  
 

 

Music: Sea, grass, crystalline pingings across the black wastes of the 

interstellar void… 



2. VOICES 
 
A. Musings on the Cosmos 
 
We're plucked down here in the middle of an island 
with sea all around. 
The earth is an island 
with sky for a sea.  
 
*** 
 
I see clouds but I don't know what they are. 
They travel on the wind.  
 
*** 
 
The sea. Yes. I've heard of it. 
We stay up here all year long. 
The world is a sea 
but I don't know what the sea is. 
That's the way of the world. 
I've heard other guys say that. 
A sea of troubles, they say.  
 
*** 
 
What are the stars in the sky? I know. 
There's the moon – it's like the sun. 
I understand the stars at night. They all lean out. 
There must be fire with all that smoke. 
All that smoke.  



It all rises into the sky at night. 
Sometimes you see it, sometimes you don't. 
The moon is made of sky.  
The sky is made of smoke. 
It's made on earth and rising. 
Sometimes at sunrise, the moon's still there 
and the stars that travel at night, 
go on travelling. 
At daybreak they disappear  
like cows. 
They go into their barn. 
We humans and animals both 
are just like the stars.  
 
*** 
 
There are times I see the stars at night, 
especially when we're out looking for eels. 
And I get to thinking in my brain: 
is the world really real? 
 
*** 
 
When we think trees are alive 
and really talk to each other 
you have to go and see if it's true. 
But maybe we can't hear  
everything they're saying.   
We'd like stars to talk to each other too. 
But we don't know. 
They have an attraction, they communicate 



but do they really speak? 
 
*** 
 
My mind's made of gold 
when I'm writing poetry. 
But I don't seem to be able  
to make any money at it. 
 
Music: 
Footsteps in dry grass, sheep bells and running water. Steps fade out. In 
the midst of voices, return of piano refrain now accompanying the sheep 
bells in counterpoint. Distant pingings.  
 
B. The Animal World 
 
Three nights ago 
I dreamt of pigs.  
Cows too 
and stretches of grass. 
I always dream, every night, 
about cows and mountains, 
goats, sheep, lambs. 
All my life I've tended these animals 
I think about them all the time. 
Last night I dreamt 
I was at home and somebody came in 
looking like my father 
carrying a sheep with two lambs on its back. 
A cow nursed one lamb  
and the sheep the other 
and an old man came 



and killed the lambs, 
and a chicken squatted, laying eggs 
that he crushed underfoot  
and then sucked dry,  
throwing the broken shells 
to the ground.  
 
*** 
 
I understand cows and sheep and goats 
better than humans. 
They can't talk but they need  
to hear things like words. 
A cow, if I take good care of her, pays me back. 
She gives me milk.  
I respect her, she respects me. 
But humans don't pay me back.  
They rob me blind. 
Animals – cows, sheep, goats –  
I know how to deal with 
but with humans there's no hope. 
 
*** 
 
I can't count  
but I can tell from a distance 
if one is missing, 
I look closely until I know. 
I know them all in person. 
This one's mother, that one's lamb, 
doesn't matter how many there are. 



I know them all, 

I've looked after sheep… 
a hundred, maybe two, 
the boss would count them. 
He knew the exact amount. 
Me, I keep watch,  
comb them out, 
pet them.  
I'm always on their track. 
I gather beans to feed them. 
They come right up to me. 
They don't have names.  
But if I call them 
they turn and come back. 
 
Music:  
Water sound cedes to more burbling electronics, return of footsteps. Then 
fade of water, return of wind sound across the plains, accompanied by an 
ominous drone, scratchings etc. A drying out. High pitched insectoid 
buzzings. 
 
C. Plant Thinking 
 
There's five or six kinds of greens 
wild ones that nobody knows 
that sprout by themselves. 
You go out walking and pick what you find, 
that's how it's done.  
You get up in the morning 
at four, three, five, 
depends on the season and where you're going. 
You get up, go out into the country, 



do six, seven miles 
then plunge into the fields 
looking for greens. 
You go a ways because there's nothing along the road. 
It's full of dust  
or people come by to make soup. 
Cows trample the plants. 
The landowners get on our backs 
for trampling their grass. 
Or else tell you to move on 
because it's all the land they have. 
 
*** 
 
With the heat the earth breaks into crevices 
wider than your arms can stretch. 
It dries up and crumbles away. 
And the cows and mules go with it. 
They can even break a leg. 
And the earth is scorched, on fire 
everything the colour of gold. 
It shimmers over the stubble 
and the air is suffocating, 
all moving waves of heat 
for months and miles, 
that's the way it is. 
No plants or trees, 
just desert, 
it stares you down.  
You walk 
and maybe glimpse  



a little green patch of cotton 
and feast your eyes, it cools you off. 
Or a stretch of vineyard along the state road 
that your eyes drink up. 
The mules and horses huddle together 
to find some shade  
and the shepherds hide 
under huge straw hats  
to keep from getting sunstroke. 
The horses go snout to tail 
and try to flick away the flies. 
The dogs' tongues hang out 

an arm’s length.  
They go through hell.  
 
Music:  
Sound empties out, more dessicated, return of sheep bells but darker and 
more distorted. More abrasive sounds punctuate the emptiness. Towards 
the end a string harmony arises out of the dissonance. 
 
D. The Struggle of the People 
 
I never stop believing in unity 
but when I look over my shoulder 
there are never enough of us. 
I feel like I'm alone. 
And the cops call me an outsider. 
An agitator.  
 
*** 
 
When the harvest's done  



you're usually jobless. 
So you wander around town. Bar-hopping.  
You just sit  
and if you're broke 
you watch the cards fall 
and joke around to pass the time. 
 
*** 
 
If there's work, I work.  
If there's none, 
I just hang around the piazza.  
In the winter I'm always in despair. 
 
*** 
 
The children cry  
and there's nothing you can do 
to keep them quiet. 
You can only tell them tomorrow will be better. 
And then tomorrow comes 
and still there's nothing you can do  
to keep them quiet. 
 
*** 
 

If there’s no work, you eat grass. 

You do anything if you’re starving. 
You can no longer see through your own eyes. 
You kill, you do any damned thing. 
It's the law that forces us to be outlaws? 



 
*** 
 

I’ve got to find a real way to live. 

I can’t stand this resignation 
or being led by the nose 
or being alone and just waiting 
for a lucky break. 
I want to pull my own weight 
and have my fellow workers do the same. 
Maybe every little step I make forward 
means something. 
But If we worked together, 
society would take a big one. 
Sometimes I stop and look around at the world  
and at myself 
like I was far away up on a hill. 
I see man as a tiny creature scurrying all about. 
Sure, up close it looks big 
like something that can stand up all by itself. 
But in reality we need other people 

We can’t live all alone. 
 
Music: 
Return of piano and CS 80 
 
 
 
 
 
 



E. Healers, witches and spells 
 
Doctors, they don't know anything about these things. 
They don't believe a word of it. 
Come harvest time, 
the men's wrists are badly swollen 
from gripping the scythe too tight. 
So you massage them with fox-fat. 
You can even get rid of the evil eye. 
Just sprinkle salt on their heads  
and say a prayer. 
 
*** 
 
A red dress is worn  
to ward off spells. 
No one ever sweeps cobwebs up in August. 
 
*** 
 
She put a spell on his spine. 
She did it to forget him. 
When a wife doesn't want her husband 
she'll lay a spell on him  
so he can't stand the sight of her. 
These spells made to arouse dislike 
instead of love 
are not worked by giving food to eat. 
They are done over photographs 
or over a man's body  
or on a ring, 



or by putting things under his pillow. 
 
*** 
 
Santa Marta is the patron saint of cats. 
She punishes anyone who kills a cat. 
An iron rod must be placed  
at the head of the deathbed, 
otherwise he can't die. 
Because he'd killed a cat, 
my grandfather went for four days 
without being able to die. 
 
*** 
 
A man  
when his wife or daughter dies 
lets his beard grow. 
Men show their mourning by their beards. 
 
*** 
 
After he was dead  
Giuliano's spirit entered a woman. 
Thanks to the spirit she developed the power 
of healing those who had been bewitched. 
She goes by night and day to their houses, 
asks for a plate, some water and a little oil, 
which she tells the sick will keep their spirits quiet for a while. 
 
Music:  



Dissonant string glissandi, dark loomings, the sea. Low pitched pinging 
cracking up into thunder peals 
 
F. The Sky meets the Earth 
 
Sometimes the wind starts to blow, 
the sky goes dark, the thunder 
begins to growl.  
We have a name 
for the thunderstorm that blows up 
while we're threshing. 
We call it the Black Dragon. 
Only a left-handed man  
can make the Black Dragon go away. 
He must never breathe a word about his magic powers 
to another man.  
He must pass his secret on to a woman  
who must herself then pass it on to a man. 
 
Music:  

Return of higher strings, sheep bells, piano refrain at higher octave… 
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